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I. INTRODUCTION
Time-dependent density functional theory ͑TDDFT͒ has become a widely used tool for the simulation of the electronic structure underlying the physical and chemical properties of a wide range of different materials from lowdimensional nanostructures to complex extended systems. 1 TDDFT is frequently used, for example, to model the photoabsorption spectrum which is governed by the dipole allowed transitions of valence electrons to the unoccupied electronic states. In this work we demonstrate the applicability of TDDFT to nondipole valence electron transitions in molecules, translating the concept of momentum dependent inverse dielectric function of solids to finite systems. 2 From the experimental point of view, these transitions are often studied using electron energy loss spectroscopy ͑EELS͒, but the work here is also strongly motivated by the ongoing development in synchrotron radiation based techniques that now enable the experimental survey of dipole forbidden transitions with unprecedented energy resolution and statistical accuracy. [3] [4] [5] [6] Combination of reliable computational methods and high-resolution spectroscopy provides a detailed picture of the electronic structure and dynamics in molecular materials.
Inelastic x-ray scattering ͑IXS͒ is a bulk-sensitive method for studying elementary excitations, such as phonons and electronic excitations. It allows the experimental determination of the inverse macroscopic dielectric function with various advantages compared to the complementary techniques such as photoabsorption and electron energy loss spectroscopy. In particular, the experiments are not restricted to dipole transitions and can be carried out at extreme sample environments. 7 The experimental spectrum contains a wealth of information on various physical phenomena related to the microscopic structure of the material. For instance, because of the wide range of accessible energy and momentum transfers ͑or, equivalently, wavevectors͒, IXS is often used for probing the dispersion of phonons in crystalline materials. 8 It also enables the study of valence electron excitations and it has been used to measure, e.g., valence plasmon dispersion in superconductors. 9 Plasmonics attracts general interest of a wide scientific community, 10 and the knowledge of the plasmon properties in small nanostructures has important applications. 11, 12 Another promising IXS based technique is the imaging of the time-dependent electron dynamics. [13] [14] [15] This intriguing method demonstrates how IXS can provide information on very small time ͑as͒ and length ͑Å͒ scales. A comprehensive explanation of the theory, experiments and the applications of IXS can be found in Ref. 16 . The most thorough interpretation of the measured IXS spectrum often requires comparison with calculations, and therefore various computational methods for the electronic structure have been employed for simulating the spectrum. The most sophisticated methods such as configuration interaction and quantum Monte Carlo are also computationally the heaviest and can usually be applied only to small molecules. In contrast, TDDFT offers a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy. 17 It has been successfully applied to analyze the IXS spectra of solids as well as liquids. 15, 18, 19 The present work demonstrates that TDDFT can be used to quantitatively simulate the IXS spectrum of molecules, as illustrated for the case of benzene and CF 3 Cl. The calculations here are carried out within adiabatic local density approximation ͑ALDA͒, but the method itself is general and therefore also other exchange correlation potentials can be employed. The presented method is applicable for various materials ranging from small molecules and nanoscale structures to liquids and has remarkable potential for future work in modern x-ray physics. 
II. METHOD
TDDFT is a generalization of the static density functional theory ͑DFT͒ to cover the electronic excitations and other time-dependent phenomena. 1, 20 There are several equivalent approaches for using TDDFT in the calculation of the response functions that are related to the experimentally measurable excitation spectra, and in this work we concentrate on two of them: the Casida's method 21 ͑CM͒ and the time propagation method ͑TPM͒. 22 The other approaches are described in detail in Ref. 1 . The theoretical framework is presented here for finite systems, but the corresponding formalism for extended systems as well as the connection to molecules can be found, e.g., in Ref. 2 .
CM has its roots in time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory 23 and it can be formulated as a matrix equation for calculating the transition rates and energies. It is especially convenient for simulating the discrete, i.e., bound-to-bound transitions in small molecules. However, due to the different scaling of the computational cost with respect to the system size, TPM is more suitable for larger systems. In TPM the electronic structure is propagated in time under the influence of an external electric field and the induced charge fluctuations describe the response of the system to this perturbation. This allows the simulation of the discrete transitions and often within good accuracy also the excitations above the ionization threshold, i.e., transitions to the electronic states in the continuum. 24 It can be used to study both linear and nonlinear response functions and also the response of the system in the nonperturbative region. 25, 26 It also enables a straightforward study of the combined electron-ion dynamics. 27 In an IXS experiment one measures the double differential cross section which is within the first Born approximation given by
Th is the Thomson scattering cross section and S͑q , ͒ is the dynamic structure factor of the material. The transferred momentum and energy from the electromagnetic field to the sample are q and , respectively. We use atomic units in this work, except when providing numerical values to compare with available experimental data. The dynamic structure factor is closely connected to the inverse macroscopic dielectric function
͑2͒
where n is the average electron density of the system. This connection implies that when S͑q , ͒ is determined, the full dielectric function M ͑q , ͒ can be obtained using KramersKronig relations. 28 Dynamic structure factor and thereby the inelastic x-ray scattering spectrum are closely related to the density-density response function ͑r , rЈ , t − tЈ͒ of the material, which connects a weak time-dependent external field V ext ͑r , t͒ to the charge density fluctuation ⌬͑r , t͒ that the field induces
From the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 28 it follows that
is given in time ͑t͒ and space ͑r͒ coordinates, from which one can change to momentum ͑q͒ and frequency ͑͒ representation by Fourier transformations. Density-density response function is also closely connected to the molecular polarizability tensor ␣ ij ͑͒ which can be probed experimentally using photoabsorption spectroscopy. 29 At low momentum transfer the dynamic structure factor of molecular systems ͑but not of extended ones, see Ref. 2͒ is proportional to the photoabsorption spectrum. When momentum transfer increases the IXS and photoabsorption spectra begin to differ due to the increasing contribution of nondipole transition channels. The q-dependent transition rates are often characterized using the so-called generalized oscillator strength, which is defined for a given discrete transition m as
where the angular integration implies the directional average of momentum transfer vectors over the solid angle.
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A. Casida's method
The starting point in the CM is the calculation of oneelectron eigenstates j ͑r͒ and energy eigenvalues j of the occupied and unoccupied electronic states using timeindependent DFT ͑ is the spin index͒. Thereafter, using the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations one can cast the problem of finding the transition rates and energies into the matrix equation
where
and m = ͑i , f , ͒ label the electron-hole pairs ͓occupied orbital i ͑r͒ and unoccupied orbital f ͑r͔͒. K mm Ј is the electronhole interaction matrix element
the eigenvectors F I . The expression for the dynamic structure factor is
and n i and n f are the occupation numbers of the Kohn-Sham orbitals i ͑r͒ and f ͑r͒, respectively.
B. Time propagation method
Starting from any arbitrary initial state for the electronic structure, time propagation formulation of TDDFT provides in principle the exact dynamical evolution of the system. In our case we address the q-dependent response function starting from the electronic ground state. Therefore the TPM requires first the calculation of the ground state electron density using time-independent DFT, which corresponds to the situation at times t Ͻ 0. At t = 0 a sudden external field V ext ͑r , t͒ = I 0 ␦͑t͒e iq·r is applied. 31 If I 0 is sufficiently weak the induced charge density is determined by the density-density response function through Eq. ͑3͒. The Fourier transform of the resulting induced charge density is
͑10͒
On the right hand side appears the density-density response function in ͑q , ͒-space. Therefore, combining Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑10͒ one can write
The scheme for calculating S͑q , ͒ can be thus laid out as ͑1͒ Calculate ground state electron density. ͑2͒ Perturb the system with an external potential V ext ͑r , t͒
iq·r . ͑3͒ Propagate the system with time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations. ͑4͒ Calculate the Fourier-transform of the induced charge density and apply Eq. ͑11͒ to determine S͑q , ͒.
To prevent the necessity of using a complex-valued external potential that leads to nonunitary time evolution, the calculation is carried out in two steps. In the first one, a sine-shaped potential ͑I 0 ␦͑t͒sin͑q · r͒͒ is applied, and in the second a cosine-shaped one ͑I 0 ␦͑t͒cos͑q · r͒͒. These give the induced charge densities ⌬ sin ͑r , t͒ and ⌬ cos ͑r , t͒, respectively, and the charge density induced by the e iq·r -shaped field is obtained as ⌬͑r,t͒ = ⌬ cos ͑r,t͒ + i⌬ sin ͑r,t͒. ͑12͒
With isotropic samples, such as gases and liquids, the IXS measurement provides the directionally averaged dynamic structure factor S͑q , ͒ = 1 4 ͐d⍀ q S͑q , ͒. It can be calculated using a set of q-vectors that lie at a sphere of radius q. These vectors can be generated using Gauss-Legendre quadrature scheme for spherical integration. 32 However, a more appeal- Then the directionally averaged dynamic structure factor is
where the finite value for L max is due to the truncation of the originally infinite series. At the limit of low momentum transfer only the terms with l = 1, i.e., dipole allowed transitions, contribute. Thus in this case the directional average requires only three calculations, which is consistent with the photoabsorption spectrum calculation. 22 When q increases more terms must be included and Eq. ͑15͒ provides a systematic way to improve the average. A straightforward approach is to increase L max until the f-sum rule is satisfied within required accuracy. The series also gives a direct way to discriminate between different transition channels, i.e., terms with different l, that contribute to the dynamic structure factor. This advantageous feature was originally demonstrated in various pioneering IXS studies. [33] [34] [35] [36] A similar analysis was recently demonstrated for IXS from valence excitations of NiO and CoO. 37 In the case of core electron excitations the approach enables the probing of the symmetry properties of specific unoccupied electronic states. 38, 39 
III. CALCULATIONS
The calculations are carried out using the OCTOPUS computer code where the q-dependent versions of the TPM and CM were implemented in this work. 40, 41 We demonstrate the use of TPM and CM for benzene and CF 3 Cl molecules, and make a comparison of the two methods in both cases. In all the calculations the electronic structure is solved in a real space grid employing the finite difference method and zero boundary conditions. The inner shell ͑1s͒ electrons are treated using Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials, and the exchange and correlation is included within ALDA. We use approximated enforced time-reversal symmetry propagator with the time step of 1.316 as for benzene and 0.658 as for CF 3 Cl for carrying out the time propagation of the electronic structure. All the spectra are convoluted using Gaussian line shape with full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of 1.0 eV.
Benzene molecule is a typical system for benchmark calculations and also in this work we use it to demonstrate the q-dependent behavior of the dynamic structure factor calculated within TPM and CM. In our calculations the molecule is positioned in the xy plane at the center of a spherically shaped real space grid using equidistant spacing of 0.20 Å between the grid points. 42 In the CM calculation the radius of the grid is 9.0 Å and 160 unoccupied electronic states are used. In the TPM calculation the radius is 7.0 Å and in this case we add an extra absorbing layer with the width of 5.0 Å to the calculation grid, so that the total grid has a radius of 12 Å. Within the layer a complex valued external potential is added to the Hamiltonian. It removes part of the excited electrons from the system during the time propagation and thus the absorbing layer mimics the ionization process. 24 We first demonstrate the behavior of the calculated dynamic structure factor at very low and high momentum transfers. Momentum transfers of 0.19 and 9.45 Å −1 along the x-axis are used in these calculations. In the low-q calculation the time propagation lasts for 6.6 fs and in the high-q case the maximum time is 0.66 fs. At low momentum transfers one probes only dipole allowed transitions and the same information as from photoabsorption spectrum is obtained. When momentum transfer increases, also quadrupole and other high order transitions contribute. At the other limit, i.e., when q → ϱ, the dynamic structure factor is dominated by the Compton peak at energy q 2 / 2 ͑340 eV for q = 9.45 Å −1 ͒ as the impulse approximation ͑IA͒ becomes valid. 16 These features are demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
After having obtained the correct limits of S͑q , ͒ at low and high momentum transfers, we next demonstrate that the calculations at the intermediate values for q show similar behavior as observed in an EELS experiment for gaseous benzene, 44 see Fig. 2 . In these calculations the maximum time of the propagation is 6.6 fs and the directional averaging is carried out using Eq. ͑15͒ with L max = 4. The q-dependent behavior is correctly reproduced by the calculation. In particular, the relative intensity of the − ‫ء‬ transition at 7 eV decreases as q increases, and the spectral weight moves toward higher energy. These features are indicated by the arrows in the figure. ALDA is known to provide good results for dipole excitation spectrum of benzene molecule, 45 and our results confirm this also in a wider momentum transfer regime. The reason for the good performance is that the low-energy part of benzene spectrum is dominated by localized single-particle excitations which in general are handled accurately within ALDA and generalized gradient approximation functionals. 46 Most of the discrepancies between experiment and calculation occur above the ionization potential ͑9.8 eV in the experimental spectrum͒, in which region the calculation produces too pronounced features. The discrepancies can be mostly attributed to the incorrect asymptotic behavior of ALDA and the lack of proper treatment of the lifetime effects. In particular, the incorrect asymptotic behavior in DFT yields inaccurate high-lying excitation energies. 46, 47 Various solutions to this problem, such as the self-interaction 48 and exact-exchange corrections, 49 have been proposed and often provide significant improvements. The finite lifetime effects are approximated in this work by using the absorbing layer. Nevertheless, strong features are still found in the continuum part of the spectrum because the layer is incapable of correctly damping the electronic density fluctuations. Including the lifetime effects properly would require the use of a nonadiabatic functional. Altogether, despite its shortcomings ALDA is clearly well suited for simulating the excitations of molecular benzene. For systems where different kind of transitions ͑such as excitons, chargetransfer excitations, or double excitations͒ would contribute, one should use more sophisticated ͑nonlocal, nonadiabatic, or asymptotically corrected͒ functionals. [50] [51] [52] Because the presented method is independent of the used functional, it can be straightforwardly applied with these functionals.
The separation of the directionally averaged spectrum to various angular momentum components is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . It confirms that at low momentum transfer the spectrum mostly reflects the terms with l = 1. As expected, when q increases and the dipole forbidden transitions enhance, also other transition channels ͑l =0,2,3͒ contribute significantly. 53 Freon molecules are widely studied molecules because of their relevance in earth science. Their valence electronic structure plays an important role in their chemical reactivity 1 . ͑a͒ Low-q and ͑b͒ high-q limits of the IXS spectrum correspond to photoabsorption ͑PA͒ spectrum and the energy loss spectrum within impulse approximation ͑IA͒, respectively. The IXS calculations were carried out with TPM using q-vector along the x-axis and the PA spectrum corresponds to Im͓␣ xx ͔͑͒. The polarizability tensor was calculated using OCTOPUS͑Refs. 40 and 41͒ with the same grid as for IXS calculation, and the IA calculation was carried out using a method and computer codes described in Ref. 43 . and photodissociation processes in the atmosphere. CF 3 Cl, i.e., freon-13, is known to have a dipole forbidden transition in its valence spectrum at 7.7 eV 54, 55 and therefore it serves as a good benchmark system for the calculation scheme presented in this work.
As was previously described for benzene, also here the molecule is positioned in the center of a spherically shaped real space grid. 56 The radius of the grid is 8.0 Å and the spacing between the grid points 0.12 Å. For the calculation of the dynamic structure factor with CM, 80 unoccupied electronic states are used. The propagation time with TPM is 6.6 fs. The directional averaging is carried out using a set of q-vectors generated by the fifth order spherical GaussLegendre quadrature scheme. 32 Figure 4 shows the dynamic structure factor in the vicinity of the first valence electron transitions at various momentum transfer values, calculated using CM. The calculation correctly reproduces the dipole-forbidden transition ͑7.6 eV͒ at finite values of q. Figure 4 also shows a comparison of the computational and experimentally measured 55 GOS curves of the 7.6 eV transition. A good overall agreement is achieved and the minor differences could be linked to the use of the LDA kernel in the calculation.
Finally we make a comparison between TPM and CM for benzene and CF 3 Cl molecules at intermediate momentum transfer region, see Fig. 5 . For benzene the directional averaging of momentum transfer vectors is used and for CF 3 Cl q is parallel to the C-F bond. Both TPM and CM produce similar spectra for the first few transitions, but at higher energies the results differ significantly. This can be attributed to the finite number of unoccupied electronic states used in the CM which obscures its use at wider energy range. While CM is more efficient for calculating transition rates for individual electronic excitations, the advantage of TPM is that it does not require the calculation of the unoccupied states. The corresponding information of the excited states is included in the time evolution. Since the number of necessary unoccupied states can be very large in CM, TPM is often favored especially for large molecules and nanostructures. The convergence of spectral features with CM can be challenging already for relatively small systems if the unoccupied states near ionization threshold play important role in the transitions. This is the case also for benzene for which a significant number of unoccupied states is necessary. TPM does not suffer from the same convergence problems but it can also be computationally heavy if many time steps are required. This is the case if a very high energy resolution is required ͑the energy resolution of the calculated spectrum is determined by the maximum propagation time, FWHM= 2 / T max ͒ or if the time step is very small ͑for instance, when propagating also the inner shell electron states͒.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This work illustrates the performance of TDDFT for the calculation of the dynamic structure factor of finite systems as a function of the momentum transfer. CM provides a powerful tool to extract generalized oscillator strengths for specific transitions in small molecules. TPM is more suitable especially for larger systems, but also for smaller ones when one is interested in the spectrum over a wide energy range, or if the CM calculation requires a significant number of unoccupied states. The presented approach for directional averaging allows to distinguish between different transition channels that contribute to the spectrum of isotropic materials. Altogether the presented methods enable a detailed analysis of the inelastic x-ray scattering and electron energy loss spectra. The potential systems where they can be applied include molecules, polymers, liquids as well as nanostructures.
We explicitly demonstrated how the calculated IXS spectrum connects to the photoabsorption cross section at low momentum transfer, and how the Compton peak forms at very high momentum transfer. Between these extreme cases our calculations demonstrate two effects that are probed by varying the momentum transfer. First, dipoleforbidden transitions are observed and enhanced in the calculated spectrum at finite q. These transitions can play important role in, e.g., atmospheric chemistry, where the molecules are excited by energetic electrons and end up in . 3 . Separation of the directionally averaged dynamic structure factor of gaseous benzene into different transition channels at momentum transfers of ͑a͒ 0.57 Å −1 and ͑b͒ 1.13 Å −1 . At low momentum transfer the dipole selection rule dominates but when the momentum transfer increases, also nondipole transitions give a significant contribution. FIG. 5. IXS spectrum of ͑a͒ benzene at q = 1.13 Å −1 ͑directionally averaged͒ and ͑b͒ CF 3 Cl at q = 1.89 Å −1 ͑parallel to the C-F bond͒ calculated using TPM ͑solid red curves͒ and CM ͑dashed blue curves͒. metastable or dissociative states. 54, 55 Second, the calculations show the systematic dispersion of spectral weight that is also observed experimentally, as illustrated for benzene.
At the intermediate momentum transfer region the method can provide new information on, e.g., plasmon dispersion. More generally, the evolution of spectral features as a function of q can be related to the electron density correlations in the system at very short time and length scales. The real-space real-time formalism, as used in this work, provides valuable insight into the electron dynamics. 13, 15 Our calculations for benzene and CF 3 Cl were carried out using ALDA which is a reliable approximation especially for the bound single-electron transitions. The presented methods are independent of the exchange-correlation functional and therefore allow also calculations with, e.g., nonlocal and asymptotically corrected functionals. Using a more sophisticated functional could provide further improvement for the excitation spectrum and allow the simulation of other kind of electronic excitations, such as excitons and charge-transfer type transitions. 
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